Coping style, psychological distress, risk perception, and satisfaction in subjects attending genetic counselling for hereditary cancer
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It has been known for some time that cancer is more common in some families than in others. The rapid development of human genetics research has shown two highly penetrant breast and ovarian cancer susceptibility genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2. Approximately 5% of all breast cancers are the result of inherited genetic mutations of these genes. Among colorectal cancers, between 2 and 10% are the result of known genetic mutations. The most common genetic mutations are located in the APC gene, which causes familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and in the DNA mismatch repair genes, predisposing to hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPPC). However, the genetic mutations are still unknown in a large number of families with hereditary breast and colorectal cancers.

As a result of the recent developments in DNA testing and the knowledge that cancer can be hereditary, it is now possible to offer genetic counselling to people within identified “cancer families”, and to inform them about their assumed increased risk of developing cancer. One of the most important components in genetic counselling is the provision of information. Extensive research was performed early on principles for providing patient information in a general medical setting. This type of information is usually fairly simple and concerns mainly the patient him/herself. In contrast, the information in genetic counselling is often highly complex, including risk estimates and aspects of heredity involving family members. The recall of risk estimates after counselling among women with a family history of cancer has been found to be poor. Studies have been performed of the psychological impact of informing subjects about their risk for developing hereditary cancer, showing that their psychological reactions are not related directly to the risk estimates. In subjects who were DNA tested for Huntington's disease, psychological reactions were predicted by their psychological status before the test rather than by the test result itself. One explanation for such discrepancies may be sought in the field of coping with stressful situations. Theories of coping postulate that a person's reaction to a stressful situation is moderated by his/her ability to handle the threat and the resulting reactions. The relevance of coping for understanding psychological well being among cancer patients has been shown in several studies.

An important aspect of the ability to cope with a potentially serious illness is the desire for information about its various facets. Some people, referred to as Monitors, have a tendency to search out and focus on health threats, whereas others (Blunters) have a tendency to avoid information. It has been proposed that in stressful situations, it is important to adjust the information given to the person's coping style. The provision of a lot of information reduces psychological distress in Monitors while less information does so in Blunters. Monitoring and blunting have been studied in a number of health care situations and found to be of clinical relevance. Phipps and Zinn investigated the relation between coping style and mood state in a group of women undergoing amniocentesis. Monitors experienced more distress than Blunters, both before and during the procedure, but their distress decreased after communication of the test result. The period of waiting for the result of the amniocentesis was found to be stressful for Monitors when no information about the test result was available. In women with an increased risk for breast/ovarian cancers, a high monitoring score was associated with greater psychological distress while waiting for the test results. Schwartz et al found that high monitoring scores were associated with high perceived risk for ovarian cancer in a group of women with at least one first degree relative with the disease. Most studies of Monitors and Blunters have used a general measure, the Miller Behavioural Style Scale (MBSS). A growing interest in measuring patients' coping styles, especially in medical settings, has resulted in the construction of an instrument for assessing these coping styles for the domain of medical threat only, the Threatening Medical Situations Inventory (TMSI). Another reason for developing an alternative method is that medical patients may find themselves in despair and often get irritated over the perceived irrelevant, hypothetical scenarios of the MBSS (for example, being taken hostage by a group of terrorists).

Patient satisfaction with communication in medical settings is not a simple function of the communication skills of the staff. Rather, the patient's style of coping in terms of seeking out or avoiding information is a moderator of the outcome of patient-staff communication. Patients are not only less distressed but also more satisfied with the information if it is adapted to their coping style. Thus, it is important to find out the extent to which monitoring and blunting tendencies play a role in genetic counselling, especially since complex information is an essential part in the counselling of “cancer families”.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the relationship between, on the one hand, coping styles (monitoring/blunting) among subjects attending genetic counselling and, on the other, psychological distress, risk perception, and satisfaction with counselling. The following specific questions were raised. What is the relationship between two measures of coping styles, one of which represents a measure of general monitoring/blunting tendencies and the other a measure developed specifically for threatening medical situations? Are there any differences between Monitors and Blunters with respect to (1) psychological distress before,
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directly after, and six months after a session of genetic counselling, (2) their cancer risk assessments before and after the counselling, and (3) their satisfaction with counselling? Is there any relationship between satisfaction with counselling and psychological distress before, directly after, and six months after the counselling?

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients

A consecutive series of subjects referred for genetic counselling for breast, ovarian, or colorectal cancer at the oncogenetic outpatient clinic at Uppsala University Hospital were asked to participate. Recruitment started in September 1999 and ended in June 2001. Out of 67 eligible subjects, 63 (94%) participated. Of the four who did not participate, two considered the questionnaires too difficult to complete, one had recently gone through surgery, and one did not want to participate for personal reasons. The mean age of the participants was 43.5 years (range 19-73) and 58 were female and five male. Forty-five subjects (71%) were counselled for suspected hereditary breast cancer (43 females, two males), five (8%) for ovarian cancer, and 13 (21%) for colorectal cancer (10 females, three males).

Measures

Coping

The Miller Behavioural Style Scale (MBSS)

The MBSS describes four threatening scenarios and the respondent is instructed to imagine herself/himself in these: at the dentist, taken hostage by a group of armed terrorists, the threat of job loss, and flying in an aeroplane when something goes wrong. An abbreviated version of the MBSS with only two scenarios (dentist and job loss) has been developed and validated and was used in the present study. Participants were asked to select all response alternatives that apply to them among eight behaviours related to each situation. Four items are related to monitoring and four to blunting, forming two subscales. Summing all items endorsed on the monitoring subscale yields the monitoring score, and the corresponding computation gives the blunting score. The sum score, derived by subtracting the total blunting score from the total monitoring score, was used for categorisation of the participants. Thus, they were categorised as Monitors or not, on the basis of whether they scored above or below the median of the sum score.

The Threatening Medical Situation Inventory (TMSI)

The TMSI includes four descriptions of threatening medical situations: vague, suspicious headache; being diagnosed as hypertensive; choosing uncertain heart surgery; and a sudden appendicitis operation. In order to ensure that the whole range of potential medical stressors was covered, these situations diverge with respect to two important stress parameters: controllability and predictability. Being diagnosed with hypertension is both, a sudden appendicitis operation is predictable but not controllable, choosing an uncertain heart operation is controllable but not predictable, and vague, suspicious headache is neither predictable nor controllable. Each TMSI situation is followed by three blunting and three monitoring items, arranged in random order, to be answered on a five point Likert scale (1 = not at all applicable to me, 5 = strongly applicable to me). Total monitoring and blunting scores were calculated by adding up the scores of the relevant items (range for both subscales 12-60). Patients were categorised as Monitors or Blunters on the basis of the sum score, using the same score calculation for both subscales.

Psychological distress

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) was used for assessment of anxiety and depression. It consists of two subscales: depression (seven items) and anxiety (seven items). Subscale scores range from 0 (no distress) to 21 (maximum distress). Physical signs of anxiety and depression are not included. The HAD scale has been found to be valid for use with somatic patients.

A numerical 1-7 scale with the end points defined as “no worry at all” and “worst possible worry” was used to assess patient worry immediately before and after the counselling.

Risk assessment

Participants completed a risk assessment form based on the work by Evans et al. Individual risk perceived by the person in counselling was expressed both in gambling odds ratio (for example, 1/2, 1/3, 1/50, 1/100) and percentage (50%, 35%, 2%, 1%). The physician completed a corresponding form concerning the individual risk estimate communicated. The risk perceived by the subject was compared to the risk estimated by the physician. In the present study, to be categorised as “correct”, a participant’s estimate was allowed to deviate one step (above or below) the risk figure given by the physician, except for the three highest risk figures, 35%, 50%, and 80%, for which exact correspondence was required.

Satisfaction

The Satisfaction with Genetic Counselling Scale (SCS) (short form) consists of 12 items measuring three dimensions of satisfaction, “Instrumental” (for example, “Did the doctor explain your condition to you clearly?”) (three items), “Affective” (for example, “Did the doctor listen to what you had to say?”) (three items), and “Procedural” (for example, “How did you rate the length of time you waited since you first contacted the clinic until your visit?”) (three items). The ranges for all three dimensions are 3-12. Three individual items (range 1-4) measuring satisfaction with the information (“Information”), met expectations (“Expectation”), and overall satisfaction with the counselling (“Overall satisfaction”) will be presented separately.

Procedure

Subjects who agreed to participate completed questionnaires one week before (coping questionnaires and HADS), in the waiting room immediately before (numerical 1-7 worry scale, risk assessment), after the counselling (numerical 1-7 worry, risk assessment), and after six months (HADS). The Satisfaction with Counselling Scale (SCS) was to be completed at home within a few days after the visit and then returned by mail. Immediately after the participant left the counselling room, the physician filled out the risk assessment form. The physician was asked to rate each participant’s life time risk for developing the cancer screened for, that is, the risk estimate that the physician had communicated to the patient in counselling.

Statistical analysis

Pearson product moment correlations (r) and paired and unpaired t tests were used. Agreement between the categorisations of participants as Monitors or not with the MBSS and the TMSI was calculated using Cohen’s Kappa statistics (κ). A one way Anova was performed to compare subjects who overestimated, underestimated, or correctly estimated their risk for developing cancer. Differences between groups (Monitors/Blunters) over assessments (time) were subjected to analysis of variance using Anova. Post hoc testing between and within groups was performed by the Fischer least significant difference (LSD) test.

RESULTS

Relationship between two measures of coping styles, the MBSS and the TMSI

The correlation between the MBSS and the TMSI monitoring scores was r = 0.45 (p < 0.01) and the corresponding correlation for blunting was r = 0.06 (NS). The number of patients...
categorised as “Monitors” was 58% using the MBSS and 51% using the TMSI. However, the agreement between the MBSS and the TSMI categorisations was low (κ 0.17) (table 1). Thus, even if the proportions of patients categorised as “Monitors” are about the same using the MBSS or TMSI, a large proportion of patients are categorised differently depending on which measure is used.

**Relationship between coping styles and psychological distress**

The summarised Monitoring score of the TMSI correlated positively with HAD depression and anxiety as well as with ratings of worry before and after the counselling (table 2). Conversely, the summarised Blunter score correlated negatively with these measures. This is what can be expected according to other studies of information seeking coping styles and psychological distress. However, there were no significant correlations between coping styles measured by the MBSS and psychological distress (table 2). Patients categorised as Monitors according to the TSMI reported higher HAD anxiety and more worry both before and after the visit compared to patients not categorised as TSMI Monitors. Categorisation of patients as Monitors or non-Monitors according to the MBSS did not show any differences in psychological distress (table 3).

To investigate differences in psychological distress between Monitors and non-Monitors over time, only the TMSI categorisation was used since the MBSS appeared to be less sensitive in this context. A main group effect was found in that Monitors scored higher than non-Monitors for “worry” (F=8.43, p<0.01) (table 3). No differences were found between assessments (time) and there were no interactions. There were no significant differences between groups for HAD anxiety but a decrease over time (F=6.94, p<0.05). Also an interaction was detected: Monitors scored higher than non-Monitors before the counselling, but the scores of the Monitors decreased more than that of the non-Monitors (F=6.94, p<0.05). For HAD depression, there were no differences between groups but a decrease over time (F=4.3, p<0.05). No interactions were detected. A mutation analysis was performed for 25 (40%) of the participants but only four of these received the result before completing the HAD scale at six months. Thus, 21 participants were waiting for the test results. Of those, Monitors (n=9) reported more depression (m=5.2) compared to non-Monitors (n=9, m=2.4, t=2.1, p<0.05). There was no difference for anxiety. This result must be interpreted with caution because of the small number of persons (n=18, three did not fill out the questionnaire).

**Relationship between coping styles and risk assessments**

Before counselling, 44% of the participants overestimated their own lifetime risk for developing cancer, 38% underestimated it, and only 18% rated the correct risk. The corresponding figures after the counselling were 25% overestimated, 18% underestimated, and 57% gave a correct estimation.

---

**Table 1** Agreement between categorisation of Monitors and non-Monitors using the TMSI and the MBSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TMSI Monitors</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBSS Monitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>18 (34%)</td>
<td>13 (25%)</td>
<td>31 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9 (17%)</td>
<td>13 (24%)</td>
<td>22 (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27 (51%)</td>
<td>26 (49%)</td>
<td>53 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cohen’s Kappa = 0.17.

**Table 2** Correlations between coping styles and psychological distress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distress (n=53)</th>
<th>Coping styles (MBSS TMSI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worry</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS anxiety</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS depression</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†n=45, *p<0.05, **p<0.01.

**Table 3** Differences in psychological distress between Monitors and non-Monitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TMSI Monitors</th>
<th>MBSS Monitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes (mean)</td>
<td>No (mean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worry</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS anxiety</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS depression</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†n=45, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.
One way ANOVAs were performed separately for data collected before and after counselling, comparing subjects who overestimated, underestimated, or gave a correct estimation with respect to the total monitoring and blunting scores (TMSI and MBSS). There were no significant differences with respect to either the monitoring or blunting scores between groups that differed in their ability to estimate their cancer risk correctly.

**Relationship between coping styles and satisfaction with counselling**

Participants were highly satisfied with the genetic counselling. The mean values for the three dimensions (“Instrumental”, “Affective”, “Procedural”) varied between 9.9 and 11.7 (maximum score 12) and for the three single items 3.7-3.9 (maximum 4).

There was a negative correlation between monitoring (both TMSI, $r=-0.31$ and MBSS, $r=-0.31$) and “Information” (single item). Blunting (TMSI, $r=0.29$) was positively correlated with “Overall satisfaction” (single item) (table 4). Participants categorised as Monitors were less satisfied with “Overall information” (single item) (mean 3.4) compared to those patients not categorised as Monitors (mean 3.8, $t=3.0$, $p<0.01$). This suggests that Monitors were less satisfied with the informative aspects of the counselling compared to non-Monitors but no differences were found for the affective or procedural aspects.

**Relationship between satisfaction and psychological distress**

Participants who were less satisfied with the “Instrumental” part of the counselling reported higher levels of worry ($r=-0.37$) after the counselling and those who were more satisfied with the “Procedural” aspect reported higher HAD anxiety ($r=0.30$). Participants with a higher HAD anxiety before the visit reported higher satisfaction with the “affective” domain of the counselling ($r=0.32$), that is, participants who had increased anxiety at the time of the counselling were satisfied with the emotional parts of the counselling (table 5).

**DISCUSSION**

One purpose of the present study was to compare two measures of monitoring and blunting. One is an assessment of general coping dispositions, the MBSS, and the other is specifically designed for use in threatening medical situations, the TMSI. There was a positive correlation between MBSS and TMSI monitoring scales but no correlation was found for the blunting scales. The MBSS blunting scale consists of statements concerning mainly with avoidance, but the TMSI also includes “satisfaction” items, for example, “I think things will turn out to be alright”. Van Zuren et al. found no relation between TMSI blunting and avoidance. This suggests that the conceptualisation of blunting differs between these instruments. Further, it indicates higher validity of the monitoring scales since two rather different instruments appear to assess the same concept. Other studies have found the blunting scale to have poorer psychometric characteristics as compared to the monitoring scale. As expected, a positive correlation was found between monitoring and psychological distress and a negative one for blunting. However, this was only true for the TMSI and not for the MBSS. Several studies have reported relations between a monitoring coping style and psychological distress, especially in situations characterised by uncertainty, for example, when waiting for a test result. In such situations, Monitors report higher distress. Since only the TMSI monitoring scale correlated with psychological distress in the present study, the TMSI may be more appropriate for use in a genetic counselling setting. Other studies have reported correlations between a monitoring coping style and psychological distress, using the MBSS. A potential explanation of this discrepancy is that the MBSS scenarios may differ in their cultural relevance between the USA and Sweden.

| Table 4: Correlations between coping styles and satisfaction with counselling |
|-----------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Coping styles (n=49)        | Satisfaction    |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
|                            | Instrumental    | Affective       | Procedural      | Information    | Expectation     | Satisfaction    |
| MBSS                        |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Monitoring                  | -0.13           | 0.09            | -0.13           | -0.31*          | -0.02           | 0.13            |
| Blunting                    | -0.11           | 0.13            | -0.01           | -0.09           | 0.24            | 0.28*           |
| TMSI                        |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Monitoring                  | -0.18           | 0.20            | -0.02           | -0.31*          | 0.09            | 0.08            |
| Blunting                    | 0.17            | -0.16           | -0.02           | 0.28*           | 0.08            | -0.10           |

*p<0.05, **p<0.01.

| Table 5: Correlations between psychological distress and satisfaction with counselling |
|-----------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Distress (n=57)             | Satisfaction    |                 |                 |                 |                 |
|                            | Instrumental    | Affective       | Procedural      | Information    | Expectation     | Satisfaction    |
| Worry                       |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Before                      | -0.23           | 0.06            | -0.06           | -0.24           | -0.03           | 0.14            |
| After                       | -0.33**         | -0.01           | -0.10           | -0.13           | 0.11            | 0.06            |
| HADS anxiety                |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Before                      | -0.19           | 0.29*           | 0.19            | -0.18           | 0.07            | 0.10            |
| After                       | -0.14           | 0.24            | 0.30*           | 0.04            | -0.01           | 0.04            |
| HADS depression             |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Before                      | -0.16           | 0.20            | 0.04            | 0.02            | 0.22            | 0.10            |
| After                       | -0.02           | 0.17            | 0.18            | 0.12            | 0.11            | 0.11            |

* $t=52$, † $p<0.05$, ‡ $p<0.01$.  
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Before the counselling, Monitors (TSMI) reported more worry and anxiety than non-Monitors. However, anxiety but not worry decreased among Monitors after the counselling. This difference between anxiety and worry may be explained by differences in the timing of assessments. Worry was assessed directly before and after the counselling while anxiety was measured one week before and six months after. Thus, the counselling may have had a long term reassuring effect, especially for Monitors for whom anxiety decreased more than it did for non-Monitors. Monitors may also have obtained additional information during the six month period. Lerman et al.\(^1\) found that monitoring predicted an increase in general psychological distress over a three month follow up period among women who participated in a randomized trial of breast cancer risk counselling, regardless of the type of counselling received. However, several studies have found that information reduces psychological distress in Monitors.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^3\) Phipps and Zinn\(^4\) found higher distress in Monitors than in Blunters before undergoing amniocentesis. Monitors also experienced more distress during the period of waiting for the result, but the distress decreased to the same level as for Blunters after the results had been communicated. A similar finding has been reported for women with an increased risk for breast/ovarian cancers.\(^5\)

For depression, there were no differences between the groups. Depression is less situation dependent than anxiety, and may not be influenced directly by the use of a coping style in a specific situation.

The present sample is heterogeneous, perhaps most notably with respect to potential cancer diagnoses. An attempt was made to explore the extent to which the correlations between coping styles and psychological distress were replicable across diagnoses. Thus, such correlations were computed separately for the breast, colorectal, and ovarian cancer samples. The overall pattern of correlations replicated well in all diagnostic groups for the HAD variables. For worry, however, the correlations were somewhat weaker for the breast cancer group than for remaining diagnoses. Owing to the small size of these subgroups no correlations reached statistical significance.

Living in a family with suspected hereditary cancers may be a source of anxiety. Monitors have a tendency to seek out information in threatening situations. Studies have found Monitors to be more demanding as patients, they desire more information from the physicians, perhaps as a way to reduce their uncertainty.\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\) Miller et al.\(^8\) found that within a primary care setting, Monitors were more likely to want a test to be performed and to want help and advice on how to deal with stress related to their medical condition. Attendance at genetic counselling is voluntary, and it can be assumed that Monitors attend genetic counselling in a higher proportion than non-Monitors. This assumption cannot be investigated in the present study since the categorisation of patients as Monitors or non-Monitors was done on the basis of whether they scored above or below the median of the sum scores in the present sample. In a study of 77 patients with metastatic cancers attending a medical oncology ward,\(^9\) using the abbreviated version of the MBSS, the mean MB score (monitoring minus blunting totals) was 1.57. A high MB score indicates a tendency towards information seeking. In the present study, the total MB score was 1.77. This was significantly higher (\(t=2.86, p<0.01\), one sample \(t\) test) than the MB score in the study by Steptoe et al.\(^9\) This might indicate that people attending genetic counselling are more information seeking than cancer patients attending a medical oncology ward.

The participants' ability to estimate their risk was poor. Only 18% did this correctly before counselling and 57% did so afterwards. The proportion of misunderstanding of the risk estimate given by the physician was high (43%) in the present study. The difficulties of understanding risk figures and a relative inability correctly to estimate one's own risk have been illustrated in several studies.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) In the present study, to be categorised as “correct”, some discrepancies were allowed between the participants' ratings and the risk figure that was communicated by the physician. In other studies of estimation of one's own life time risk, the criterion for a “correct” answer has been “within 50% of the physician's estimate”.\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\) In one of these studies, 39% of women with a family history of breast cancer correctly estimated their own life time risk and 48% overestimated. Risk perception was independent of genetic counselling (half of the women received special genetic counselling, half ordinary information). Evans et al.\(^10\) found that 130 out of 200 women (65%) correctly (within 50%) estimated their own life time risk after counselling.

Overall, the participants were highly satisfied with the genetic counselling. However, Monitors were less satisfied with “Information” than were non-Monitors. The assumption that satisfaction is not a simple function of factual understanding was confirmed in the present study. Monitors were not only less satisfied with “Information”, they also reported more psychological distress compared to non-Monitors. Thus, both psychological distress and satisfaction in connection with the counselling seem to be mediated by the person's coping style. This encourages future studies of whether it is possible to adapt the information given to the person's coping style and to make genetic counselling more efficient for supporting Monitors in their cognitive work of adaptation.

There were no differences between Monitors and non-Monitors in their ability correctly to estimate life time risk for developing cancer after the counselling, that is, both groups were equally distributed over the understand/misunderstand categories of risk estimated by the physician. No relations were found between coping style and ability correctly to estimate life time risk for developing cancer. This finding appears to be in conflict with that of Schwartz et al.,\(^11\) who found that high monitoring scores were associated with high perceived risk for ovarian cancer. In that study, Monitors had a higher perceived risk than low Monitors, regardless of their true risk. Thus, the study of Schwartz et al.\(^11\) does not concern over- or underestimation, which is the main focus of the present study.

In conclusion, coping style is related to psychological distress in genetic counselling. In the long run, counselling may have a reassuring effect, but subjects who are Monitors react with greater distress both directly before and after the counselling. They were also less satisfied with the “Information”. This may indicate that the information given is not appropriate for people with a monitoring coping style. Coping style was not related to the ability “correctly” to estimate one's own life time risk of developing cancer. The results highlight the importance of adapting information to the person's coping style in order to reduce unnecessary psychological distress in persons attending genetic counselling.
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